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§1. INTRODUCTION
With the aids of computers the principle of compatibility is convenient and powerful method
for studying motion of mechanical system with constraints. The theoretical basis of method is
described in [6]. The great advantage of this method is fact that reaction forces are not excluded
from motion equations and so they could be directly computed with other dynamical quantities.
But on the other hand the complexity of forms of motion equations doesn't allow its easy application
in practice. So just algorithms which could be realized on computer make the method be powerful
tool. Some examples of this trend were showed in [4, 5].
As showed in [4, 5, 6) a criteria of ideality of constraints is one of key- problems. With
reaction forces in motion equations and the equations of constraints we h.~ve.., a· under determined
system of equations. So in order to determine completly the motion of system we must add the
auxilary conditions. And in our case these conditions will be the ideality of constraints of the
Appell-Frzeborski-Chetaev's type.
In this article we will show the theoretical basis and algorithms for realizing these conditions
in system dynamical solution on computers.

§2. CRITERIA OF IDEALITY OF CONSTRAINTS
Let's consider a mechanical system with n holonomic coordinates

The constraints of these coordinates could be written in the matrix form:

ll ij_H. 0 =

0

(2.1)

where

B .sxn is matrix of coefficients, its elements are functions of coordinates qi and velocities
i =_1, ... ,n
k.o.sxn is column vector of coefficients, its elements are functions of qi and qi, i = 1, ... , n
ii
is column vector of generalized accelerations
-nX 1
s is number of constraints of system
n is number of holonomic coordinates.
We suppose that the condition (2.1) is well-chosen that means the rank of B iss.
Due to these constraints we will have in the motion equations n reactions forces (see [6]):

!i= [Ri],

i= l, ... _,n.
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According to the Appell-Frzeborski-Chetaev's definition the criteria for ideality of these constraints are:

(2.2)
where 5q = [s:qi], i = 1, ... , n is colum vector of virtual displacements of coordinates.
Because of presence of s constraints conditions (2.1) the system have only (n- s) degrees of
freedom. So we should have (n- s) independent pseudoaccelerations which are defined as follows:

(2.3)
where

fi = [iii]

i = 1, ... , n- s is vector of pseudo acceleration

E. (n-~) xn is matrix of well-chosen coefficient.
Then inversely, from (2.1) and (2.3) we can compute generalized accelerations:

where
D
is matrix of coefficients
-nX(n-~)
d.onxl is column vector of coefficients
D and flo are defined uniquely from (2.1) and (2.3) if E. and fl. resp. )! 0 are already known. Or
in other words: matrix D and vector flo could be chosen arbitrarily with only one condition: for
(n-s) independent pseudoaccelerations it, i = 1, ... , n-s the accelerations iii i = 1 ... , n, derived
from (2.4) must satisfy the constraints (2.1). It's clear that from (2.4) we can write for 6ij_:

-;

(2.5)
Before showing how we can choose matrix D in next paragraph we will proove that condition
(2.2) can be replaced by another formulation with presence of D.
Really, the condition (2.2) could be written in the form (Gauss definition):

(2.6)
and with pseudoaccelerations and (2.5) we have:

(2.7)
Now, because of independence of

-T

Oil we have a criteria of ideality of constraints in form:

4

!

(2.8)
where Dis matrix of dimension (n- s) X nand J1 of dimension n X 1.
This matrix equation give (n- s) algebraic equations (in general nonlinear) which complet
the system of motion equations of mechanical system under consideration. For the automatic
generation of equations on computer we should have the matrix D uniquely defined. In next
paragraph we will consider the algorithm and all problems concerning.

§3. ALGORITHM
First we will show how the matrix D could be chosen, Let's muitiply both sides of (2.4) by
matrix of constraints coefficient B. This operation is valid as B is of dimension s x n and §_ resp.

D ·IT or s.l.o of dimension n

X

1:
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with regards to (2.1) we get:

-IJ.o =fl. D IT+ B d.o
H D a~d

!1_ 0

(3.1)

were chosen as following:

(3.2)
and

(3.3)

B D=O

then (3.1) should be satisfied.
Matrix equation (3.2) and (3.3) represents two separate systems of algebraic. equations. Both
are underdetermined so really we can speak about choix of coefficient d_ 0 and !2. Let's study
equation (3.3) more in detail.
The matrix equation {3.3) presents s X (n ~ s) equations for n X (n- s) unknowns. We can
formul the problem in another way: to find (n- s) vectors .d.u· .. , d.n-a of dimension n, which
should be orthogonal to s vectors Q_i, i = 1, ... , s, of dimension n. So we have matrices fl = [Q~]
and D = [d.i]. H we add the conditions of orthogonality of vectors d.t, i = 1, ... , n to each other)
we will get the task which could be solved consecultively fori = 1, ... , n- s: define new vector
which is orthogonal to previously defined vectors.
Now we have algorithm for defining matrix D:
1. Define s vectors Qi of dimension n, i = 1, 2, ... , s
2. Set
m= s

k

= 1

3. Find vector r._ of dimension n from underdetermined (or determined) system of equations:
Qi

p_ = 0,

i = 1, 2, ... , m

{in other words: find vector E_, orthogonal to vector
4. Transform vector p in orthonormal vector:

Qi,

i = 1, ... , m)

J/·r=1
5. Set d.k = 1'.
6. Set m = m

+1

k=k+1
7. If m > n then stop
otherwise set
i!m = p and continue algorithm from step 3.
Note that gi, p are only working vectors.
Affter stopping algorithm we have defined (n- s) vectors d.., k = 1, ... , (n- s). The matrix
D consists of (n- s) columns d_k. Or for using in the equation (2.8): DT is created by (n- s)
T
rows d.k·
The last discussion is devoted step 3 of our algorithm. The problem of solving determinedor undetermined linear algebraic system .of equations presents a special class of numerical mathemathics. In latest years the ABS methods, due to Abaffy. Broyden and Spedicato [1], for finding
solution of mentioned systems, are subject of many research works, see e.g. [2, 3]. In this class of
methods we use a. special interate algorithm, so-called symetric or Huang algorithm. This algorithm in original finds a minimum Eucledean norm of solution i.e. among all orthogonal vectors
which satisfies undetermined system of equations:
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(3.4)
where
Am.xn_is matrix of coefficients of dimension m X n
!f. nx ~ -is column vector of dimension n X 1
f. m x 1 is right side vector of dimension m X 1
Direct applying this algorithm doesn't give the expected results: as in our case f. = 0, this
leads to the trivial solution of (3.4) 1: = 0, i.e. D = 0 for (2.8), what we don't want. So modification
of the algorithm should be done, due some conditions of initial iteration !!!..0 • The realization on
compute~s showed that these modifications are satisfying.

§4. RESULTS ON COMPUTERS AND CONCLUSION
The considered algorithm was tested in some applications of mechanical systems. It creates a
special module of program which generates autornatively equations of motion by means of principle
of comptability and then determines all coordinaters and reaction forces.
In general we note that the algorithm enables the generation of motion equation more easy as
we can choose coordinates arbitrarily and then add auxilary constraints conditions. Even more in
the case of so-called "program constraint" this is nearly only way to solve- the problem.
The program with considered algorithm was tested in 286, 386, 486 based personal computers
and showed good results, see e.g. [4, 5].
This publication is completed with financial support from the National Basic Research Program in Nat ural Sciences.
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mltu KIEN LY TUONG

cuA cAc LIEN Kih
TRONG NGUYEN L y PHU HQT

Bai hao xiy dvng m9t thu~t tmin cho phep thie't l~p m9t each tl! d9ng cac phll'ong trlnh suy
ra t-lr dieu ki~n lY tU'bng cUa cic li€n ke't. Tren cct stY IY thuygt drrgc trlnh bay drr&i d~ng rna tr~n,
thu~t to<in drrqc vie't cho may tlnh. M9t sb va:n de v'e phrrong ph<ip sb lien quan cling dtrqc de c~p
dg'n.
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